Appendix I

AD 1830
EUROPE
She was late.
She was missing.
She was wanted.

AD 1946
BIKINI ATOLL
It was in the 1940s, when the experiences could never be quantified. She would never explain herself.

AD 1946
PRIPYAT, UKRAINE
She's been watching.

AD 1974
APALACHIA
Those who saw simply chose not to believe. Those who observed the possibility would find ways to explain it away.

AD 1984
BHOPAL
If you can smell it, ask.
Appendix III
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Appendix V

High amounts of methane, released by the mass melting of ice on the sea floor, resulted in the loss of an American battleship. These gases, pressurized by the weight of the ocean above, were released into the atmosphere, causing significant harm to the surrounding marine life.

Mantua: Record snowfall combined with extremely low temperatures completely paralyzed small towns across the Carpathian range. Agribusiness fared worst but was coming. Its North American fuel supplies dwindled.

Port Said: The Suez Canal authority formally abandoned all ship-ship service. Brute Canal, the oath canals, were deserted worldwide.

Now, it is merely drifting sand, a graveyard for the last ships to have attempted to cross.
Appendix VI
It's generally accepted that the year of the Crack began in January, brought with it a grand storm忙着scribe in the Cook Island zone.

And then it ended in late November, with the global economy crashed, engulfing the end of eleven months of environmental horror.

This is what’s accounted. This is what people believe. The Crack was a preceding event.

The Massive
Ragnarok: Part One
Appendix X

In the span of a few hours, an increased gravitational pull from the Earth caused near Earth objects of satellites dropped at high velocity, resulting in estimated deaths in the hundreds of thousands...

...wildfires raging...

...ticking down power grids across the globe...

...at least two nuclear power plants with exposed cores...

...nuclear winter-like effect in some areas...

...complete global communications blackout...

...unknown cause...
Appendix XII